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Improving
Access to Land
for Investment:
A timely
Agenda
By Israel Manaye

Factors of production are the resources people use to produce
goods and services; they are the
building blocks of the economy.
Economists divide the factors of
production into four categories:
land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurship.
Land is one of the factors of
production that is bought, sold
or leased like any other durable
commodity. Individuals desire to
own land for a variety of purposes, such as for housing, manufacturing, agricultural activities,
financial asset, portfolio diversification strategies of economic
agents or collateral for credit operations. Land includes any natural resource used to produce
goods and services.
Land in economic terms is a
strictly fixed factor of production.
Obviously, the quantity of land in
existence will always remain the
same and no human power can
alter that. This means that no
amount of change in demand
can change the supply of land. To
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ADDIS CHAMBER
LAUNCHES A
5-YEARS POLICY
PLAN
By Yidnekachew Alemayehu
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Affected
Business
people Need
Sympathy and
Support
By Mulugeta Gudeta

The recent disturbances in some
parts of our country have left
many businesspeople without
the means to continue operating
their enterprises and businesses
as they have lost properties to
the tune of hundreds of millions
of Birr. Without going into the
politics that brought about the
disasters to the private sector
operators we can assume that
the these people are now left
without the financial and infrastructural facilities that used to
belong to them. Some of them
have even lost everything they
owned through long and hard
working lives and are now left
without even clothes on their
backs and largely depend on donations from their friends and
relatives. Other have left their
domiciles and took refuge in remote areas far away from their
hometowns.
Preliminary estimates of the
damages and material losses fol-
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Addis Chamber COVID
Response

Corporate Governance:
lessons from others

By Ashenafi Mitiku

By Ashenafi Gebru

Ethiopia has undergone rapid economic transformation and able to
make changes in business for the past two decades. This Changing
business environment call for the intervention of good corporate
governances practices. The land scape on business ownership as
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Since officially declared as a pandemic in March 2020, COVID
19 has disrupted the life and socio economic activities of humanities across the globe. In addition to infecting and killing
millions of people across the world, the pandemic has affected
the income and livelihoods of numerous people in different
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The Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce and Sectoral Associations (AACCSA) launched
a five-year policy plan that it hoped will help the country create a robust private sector. The policy has clearly highlighted the main bottlenecks of the private sector and the
way forward in improving the public-private partnership.
This policy plan have identified about eight strategic areas that need more government
intervention towards supporting the private sector and enabling it to highly contribute
for the national economy. Reducing budget deficit and debt burden, creating ease of doing
business environment, improving access to land and finance as well as access to skilled labor are among the eight areas that need government intervention to strength the sector..
The policy plan offers a menu of more than 135 recommendations, details and the specific nature of which could vary as long, middle and short term adjustments to existing
regulations. Moreover, close to 60 target and key performance indicators have also been
introduced to track and monitor changes in the policy making arena.
Combinations of different approaches that indicate efforts to improve the private sector,
including the home-grown economic reform, have been pursued to design and prepare
the document.The government should use the policy plan as a reference from the private
sector for its strategy, program and plan adaptations for the coming five years.
Currently, the government is engaged on massive changes that the chamber needs to put
its share in the upcoming strategy for the private sector, and the policy recommendation
has also targeted to pressure the government for the benefit of the private sector. The
problems and challenges on the private sector activities have been identified under the
document.
The economic policy recommendation has done four months ago and was tabled to the
Office of the Prime Minister and other relevant government offices in consideration for
the private sector to get better attention under inclusive manner.
The government is currently gathering important input from relevant stakeholders in
order to devise policies for the implementation of the master plan. Economic reform has
been one of the major focus areas of the incumbent since the new government took
office more than two years ago. For this end, it is to be recalled that it has formulated a
“Perspective Development Master Plan”, which is a reform plan to be implemented within the coming 10 years.
Recognizing the sweeping reforms of the new government that has been taking on all
aspects of life in the economy, it conducted an input to the government policies to create
vibrant private sector. Addis Chamber is an association or network of businesspeople
designed to promote and protect the interests of its members and will strive for more
achievements in the future.
The government should use the policy plan as a reference from the private sector for its
strategy, program and plan adaptations for the coming five years. .
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The document portrays details of 8 fundamental challenges consulted that are causing
hassles in doing business. Those challenges
facing the business community in a daily basis included taxation, acquiring land, access
to finance, lack of skill licensing, digital economy, budget and trade deficit.These and other
deficient working procedures have retarded
the pace of the private sector from being the
country’s economic mover for many years,
Mesenbet Said. Therefore, the document foPlan calls for Prompt Revision cuses on extending possible policy revision
over land, finance, budget and
to the corresponding problems to the govtrade deficit
ernment. The initiative was part of the conTHE FIRST OF ITS KIND TO ADDRESS
tribution of the chamber to the government
ISSUES AT A POLICY-LEVEL.
reform effort and the national planning in
Challenges emanating from business laws, the areas of business, Mesenbet added.
policies, regulations and administrative codes
In relation to the recent political violence,
etc, facing the Ethiopian private sector are
multiple and complex in nature. There have many people have died and several businessbeen several attempts, however, to improve es were destroyed by the rioters in many
such anomalies through policy dialogues and owns. Such violence activities both prevent
consultations involving policy makers, the investment inflows and frustrate those are
business sector, chambers of commerce and
operating in the country.
other stake holders. It is to be recalled that
Ethiopia is not that favorite country to come Therefore, the government should seriously
and do business in. Access to land, power, roads internet and skilled labor are still act in maintain order and the rule of law. It is
bumping steps to pass over.The Addis Ababa the responsibility of the government to enChamber of Commerce, as the voice of the sure durable peace, which is the first priority
voiceless business community, has been initi- for to do business in the country, she told
ating policy discourses and dialogues with a
journalists. Responding to questions inquirview to influencing the attention of policymakers to make policy revision on several ing the impact of COVID -19 on the business
important sectoral problems facing the pri- community, the chamber is administering a
vate sector. Having taken note of, the hereto survey aimed at determining the magnitude
economic and political reforms by the gov- of harm sustained by businesspeople in Adernment, the opening for alternative policy
dis since the pandemic. And the study reintervention on the side of the government,
speculating the soon-to-be regional and port will be finalized and made public in the
global economic and business developments near future, the president said. The chamber
and understanding the domestic realities, the is ready to share it part in the effort to reChamber has launched a policy document.
habilitate the affected private business with
The policy is inclusive of facts on the ground, stakeholders. However, the chamber has
policy gaps, and possible solutions and evi- been supporting some private sectors such
dence-based recommendation with a view
as garments, chemicals and pharmaceuticals
help resolve problems in a sustainable way,
said Mesenbet Shenkute, President of Addis to manipulating market advantages associated with the pandemic, she told reporters.
Chamber at a launching ceremony.

ment at early stage of the reform process in
to review the unfavorable laws and policies
harming the private sector, Secretary General of the chamber Getachew Regassa, told
reporters.

The need to produce the document with a
view to help government effort by printing
forth the concerns of the private sector in
the 10-year national economic planning. It
is imperative to the chamber to closely follow up the rate of reform processes in the
country and influence policy makers over
unresolved issues of the business community.
The chamber can never shy away from the
taking advantage of persuading the govern-

The survey holds about 10 evaluation points
and indicators such as changes in sales volume, impact on employees, inputs, and sales
with a view to gaging in the impact on businesses and determine and provide the nature of support and intervention, he added.
The plan has been sent to the attention of
the pertinent government agencies including
the Office of the Prime Minister, it was reported. .

It is also from the belief that Addis Chamber
should be part of the reform process while
advancing the interest of its business community than criticizing polices from outside,
he added.
The Addis Chamber Policy plan document
titled Towards the Creation of a Robust Private Sector unlike the previous policy paper
that focus challenges accounted in sectoral
business,The document is said to be the first
of its kind for it is both portraying crosscutting issues and suggests possible policy recommendations to be taken by the authorities, Getachew said.
Macro-economic issues reflected in the
chambers’ 5 –year plan, included indicative
estimations associated with the pandemic
were reflected in areas such as possible rise
in inflation, cost of living, consumer price and
logistics price. These conditions would trouble of the business system in the country,
Shebeshi Bettemariam, Deputy Secretary
General of the Chamber further explained.
Asked as how the chamber is responding the
COVID-19 crises, a separate survey involving some 200 companies in Addis is finalized.
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DOES THE NATION EARNS MORE FROM COFFEE EXPORT?
By Israel Manaye

Export companies sell their products at a loss
in order to earn foreign currency and use that
to import a different product they can sell at
much greater margins.
The majority of Ethiopia’s export products
are agricultural, so this practice by exporters
trying to raise USD distorts market price of
agricultural products. This mainly affects farmers who are mostly leading a subsistence level
of life. So this is an overwhelming challenge in
the Ethiopian economy.

Coffee export and the recent directives

Coffee is the most important commercial
crop-plant and favorite drink in the world.
Next to oil, coffee is the second important
and valued global commodity. It is estimated that around 20 million coffee producing
households worldwide and nearly 100 million
persons used coffee as a means of income
for their living.The export value of the crop is
enormous (US $15.4 billion in 2009/10). The
genus Coffee seeds are used to make coffee
from a roasted form and changed into cup for
drink through a complex process

Ethiopia and Coffee
Ethiopia has earned 854.21 million USD from
coffee export trade during the past Ethiopian
budget year that ended on June 2020/ Sene
2012 EC according to the Ministry of Trade
and Industry data, which indicated that some
400 companies are engaged in coffee export.
The revenue was obtained from the 271 tons
of coffee exported in the stated period which
is also more than 93 percent of the plan.The
revenue has increased by 17.36 percent compared to the previous budget year, the report
stated.

One of the major challenges the Ethiopian
coffee sector is facing is that many coffee producers, mostly from the eastern part of the
country are tearing out the coffee bushes and
replacing them with khat, a plant with stimulant properties.
Meanwhile, domestic demand in Africa’s top
coffee consumer is expected to remain robust, with Ethiopian consumption rise by 2.4%
in 2019/20 compared to 2018/19.
Ethiopia is the world’s seventh largest producer of coffee, and Africa’s top producer, with
260,000 metric tonnes 15 years ago. Half of
the coffee is consumed by Ethiopians and the
country leads the continent in domestic consumption.
The total area used for coffee cultivation is
estimated to be about 4,000 km2 (1,500 sq
mi). The exact size is unknown due to the
fragmented nature of the coffee farms. The
way of production has not changed much,
with nearly all work, cultivating and drying, still
done by hand.

The revenues from coffee exports account
for 10% of the annual government revenue,
Germany, Saudi Arabia, United States, Japan, because of the large share the industry is givBelgium, South Korea, Italy, France, and Sudan en very high priority, but there are conscious
are the major importers of Ethiopia’s coffee. efforts by the government to reduce the coffee industry’s share of the GDP by increasing
Coffee is Ethiopia’s gold and its cultural bridge. the manufacturing sector.
As one of Ethiopia’s key national exports, innovative private sector investments in the cof- The Ethiopian government has issued a direcfee industry like a roasting plant, which value tive to set minimum prices of coffee. This has
add through technology, learning and product resulted in a significant surge in coffee prices
innovations are set to be game changers.
and rattled the industry. Coffee prices in the
same period last year ranged from $2.40 to
Ethiopia, Africa’s top coffee producer, was ex- $4.00 USD/lb. This year prices start at $3.70
pected to export a record-high 4 million 60- and go up to as high as $5.00 USD/lb.
kg bags of coffee in 2019/20, as yields improve
and the area dedicated to coffee farming in- Forex Crunch and Coffee
crease. However, Exporters in the country
are facing increased regulation with the gov- Ethiopia suffers from a trade deficit of about
$14 billion, and the Ethiopian Birr (ETB) is not
ernment banning several exporters in recent
a convertible currency. This means that all immonths for defaulting on their contracts and ports and payment of foreign debt must be
hoarding beans.
made in U.S dollars. The desperate demand
for foreign currency has ignited a habit of unAnd production continues to face the broadder invoicing among Ethiopian export comer threat of farmers switching to other crops. panies.

As of February 28, 2020, the Coffee and Tea
Authority, coordinating with the National
Bank of Ethiopia, will dictate a minimum export price for coffee which will be set daily,
depending on a global weighted average prices given to different grades of coffee from different regions. The directive is called the “Export Coffee Contract Administration”.
According to the directive, exporters must
report the volume and quality (grade) of all
deals, within 24 hours of confirming negotiations. Once the contract is concluded, the
exporter must deposit the value of the merchandise in the National Bank. The merchandise is then expected to ship out within ninety
days.
Failure to comply with the directive is a punishable offense. First time offenders receive a
written warning. For the second offense the
company is banned from any coffee related
business activities for one year. Punishment for
the third offense is a complete ban on conducting business along with criminal charges
for the owners.
This directive is not intended to put more
money in their pockets. In fact, the directive
may make the coffee business less attractive
for exporters, which means there will be
lower demand for coffee. Farmers might be
forced to lower their prices as a result.
Alternatively, if buyers are understanding and
exporters can continue to sell coffee at the
new, higher prices, then the situation for farmers won’t change. For this harvest, most exporters had purchased cherries from farmers
before the directive came into effect, so we
won’t see the full impact until next harvest
season.
Will these reforms on export trade actually
bring positive outcomes? The minimum price
was already implemented on other products
in the first quarter of the 2019/2020 fiscal
year, and in this period export trade has increased by about $95 million in comparison
to the same period of the previous year. It is
not clear whether this increase is directly related to the new directive, or whether it will
result in a similar increase in coffee sales. .
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE:
Cont’d from page 1

well as operation requires good governances practices with applicable legal farm works
also in recent times the Ethiopian share companies instead of generating wealth become
the clashing room in between managements
bodies and the shareholders mainly due to
the corporate governances in Ethiopia are
mainly weak institutional framework, unstructured corporate governance , distorted
governance structures , lack of qualified professionals on the subject, inefficient economic decision-making, most of share companies
are led by the rich investors, majority of the
shareholders do not professionally qualified
, majority right are not adequately protected
, transparency and disclosure problems, lack
of national principle and up to date information, as well as weak enforcements on the
applicability of laws .
In addition, the Ethiopian council of corporate
governance was established with the initiative for the first time by Addis Chamber and
has crafted the corporate governance code
and this enables to get start well planned –
organized awareness rising program on the
importance of corporate governances. Further, Ethiopian should give emphasis to care
about the quality of corporate governance
practices to be able to register sustainable
economic growth manly poor corporate
governance harm economic performances
as well as global financial stability.
Lessons drawn from the topic under survey, the key results of the Pakistan Companies can be demonstrated as board size
negatively but Significantly correlated with
firm value and this implies that small board
size will lead to a better firm performance

...

, earlier studies confirmed this notion and
identified multiple issues like slow decision
making , low R&D spending , higher fixed
asset Investments and free rider problems
with increasing the size of board in the organization . secondly, board of independent
directors have a significant and positive relationship with firm value. Non-executive directors in the board will increase the value
of the firm. It will also result a positive signal
to the investors and shares. Firms were effectively monitored which will add to public
confidence and ultimately results value of the
firm. Also , adequate control of management
authority is not possible without the existence of independent of board and to insure
the avoidance of possible opportunism and
nepotism of management in greater interest
of shareholders . Fourthly, the presence of
independent directors will also reduce information asymmetric and agency costs between shareholders and management. It was
also inferred that increasing in the size of audit committee will increase the value of the
firm. The independence of audit committee
is the key to detect the financial firms will insure the financial and operational stability as
compared to auditors from smaller auditing
firms , audit committees had a positive and
significant impact on the firm value. Lastly,
the CEO duality has insignificant and negative impact on firm value.
The Romanian case shows a positive correlation between corporate governance
quality and market value. The study of business performances confirmed that there
is a positive relationship between the two
variables that is corporate governances and
business performances. The key findings include the adoption of corporate governanc-

es practices revealed positive impact
on the business performances counties
like Romania, the best corporate governances practices could contribute to the
financial success of the firm, the results
from Romanian economy exhibited for
any investor who needs to consider the
quality of corporate governances as a
good predictor for the best rate of return of investment, the Romanian companies adoption of the best practices of
corporate governance and theirs trajectory will have a positive and progressive
result.
The way forward suggests that chambers of commerce and different sectoral
association should promote awareness
on corporate governance with the due
emphasis of private sector more specifically in tools , approaches ,strategies
as well as scaling ups of best practices
; Board directors must insure effective
timely monitoring will also safeguard the
interest of shareholder in most of times
which leads to on merit selection of
CEO to run the organization; Private enterprise should be run and administered
by employed professional , while owners
remain and play as owners; Ethiopian
council of corporate governance and
ministry of trade and industry together
with the key stockholders should work
in strong bond through discussion plat
form to deal with contemporary issues
of corporate governances practices with
the business communities; CEOs directors and board members by enriching
the institute with qualified human resources .
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Cont’d from page 1

lowing the disturbances is estimated by the
government to ran into hundreds of millions.
In Addis Ababa alone it was estimated that
the damages ran into more than 200 million
Birr without counting the human losses that
cannot be estimated in money terms. This is
not of course the first time that such huge
damages are caused to the properties of
private citizens who could not get any protection from the security authorities before
such a tremendous damage could occur. To
make matters worse, there is no government or private agency in the country, with
the exception of insurance companies, that
can pay compensations to the aggrieved private businesspeople.
The damages and losses of properties came
at the worst time in the history of the country when COVID-19 hit hard the country
and damaged the economy to the extent
that hundreds of thousands of jobs were lost
to the disease and millions of young people
are made jobless as a result of this. Hundreds
of businesses are closed as a result of bankruptcies caused by the corona virus. Business
in the country is at an all time low and those
who lost their properties in the disturbances have fallen so low that they cannot be
rescued without a huge government rescue
package or bank loans. Many of them were
already burdened with huge bank loans and
the crisis occurred before even they could
pay back the money they took as loans from
banks. As the media made it clear some of
the most successful businesspeople who lost
their properties could see success only after
decades of struggles and hard work.
What is more disturbing is that some of the
businesspeople who spoke to the media
displayed such a high degree of patriotism
that they said they did not mourn the loss of

their properties but the workers who were
employed by them and are now left without means of survival and could not provide
their families with the means of daily survival.
In a way the losses the businesspeople suffered were also losses to their employees as
well as to the country.
Everyone knows that our country is facing
serious economic difficulties like any country in the world where the corona virus is
causing serious dislocations. What makes the
situation in Ethiopia even more disturbing is
that the country does not have the economic resources to ward off the effects of the
pandemic on top of the recent destructions
that require hundreds of millions of dollars
of salvaging work. And no one knows where
the money is coming to come from.
The government has of course expressed its
concern with recent events that left many
towns and villages across the country in total
disaster and has promised to come up with
a plan to rehabilitate those who suffered
losses. This is of course what any responsible
government is expected to do in cases of
natural or man-made disasters, particularly because the losses came as soon as the
country was preparing to launch large-scale
development programs in the public and private sectors.
Maybe the time has come for us to think
about relief and rehabilitation in Ethiopia to
include the rehabilitation of businesspeople
who suffer losses due to man-made calamities that were caused by the recent disturbances. The private sector together with the
government may need to set aside a special fund of support for people whose businesses might be destroyed in spontaneous
disturbances. This is not the first time that
huge damage is caused on private proper-

ties. The last two or three years have witnessed similar disasters. The businesspeople
who have lost their properties have often
gone away silently, some of them becoming
paupers overnight while other starting their
businesses from scratch thanks to assistance
from public or private quarters, from banks
or from relief donations. The overall picture
shows that the losses could not be easily
dealt with and it takes often decades before
these people restore their destroyed businesses. This should not be allowed to continue unabated. We should not allow ourselves
sink into the illusion that similar incidents will
not happen in the near future.
Riots and property losses can happen anywhere in the world. We have only to remember the recent race riots in the United States
where properties were damaged and buildings were burnt down. In countries like the
United States, the costs of such destruction
are covered by insurance companies that
have the financial muscle to foot the bills.
But in a country like Ethiopia, it would be unrealistic that such a rescue operation would
take place.There are no strong financial institutions set up for such purposes and sometimes the damages are so huge that they are
beyond the financial capacity of insurance
companies to cover the losses.
The idea of setting up a special fund for the
support and rehabilitation of businesses that
suffer from spontaneous man-made disasters
may have positive resonance among the potential victims of such disasters in particular.
It is heart-wrenching indeed to see or listen
to people who have lost everything they had
in a matter of 24 hours and become dependent although they once employed hundreds
of people and provided food and housing for
their families.
The idea of supporting private sector operators who suffer serious losses in man-made
disasters is not only a matter of emotional sympathy to the victims. It should also be
seen as an effort to rehabilitate the economy
and prevent it from declining. It may also be
a course of action to help the employees of
companies that suffer devastations and save
their families from hunger and additional distress. Last but not least, it can also be seen as
a humanitarian gesture towards those who
fall victims to inhuman acts of cruelty.
In this context, it would be good for the
government, the public and private sectors
to take the matter into consideration and
explore the opportunities for setting up
a special fund for the rehabilitation of lost
businesses and their owners and employers.
Meanwhile the government and the banks
are expected to come up with such a plan
of action to provide assistance to some of
the businesses that have been hardest hit by
the recent violent events in many parts of
our country. Coming up to the rescue of the
victims at such a critical time would also be
an act of solidarity and or a message of our
determination not to give in to those who
are determined to destroy our economy and
cause more harm in the future. .
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ADDIS CHAMBER COVID RESPONSE

ETHIOPIA ALLOWS

Cont’d from page 1

LOCAL BANKS TO
BORROW FROM
FOREIGN BANKS

Photo: Sintayehu Berhanu Addis Chamber:

parts of the world. There is no exception for of COVID 19 in the business communities.
Ethiopia as far as the pandemic is concerned. This is the latest intervention of Addis chamIn Ethiopia, sectors such as hotel and tourism ber in reaching out affected business comhit hard by the pandemic compelling many munities in the capital Addis Ababa. While
to lose their job including the government. delivering the food items to these womThe pandemic strangely affected all kinds of en,Mesenbet Shenkute, the president of Adbusiness be it small or big. Yeshi, who is in the dis chamber said that the donation will help
late forties and the mother of three, earns only to satisfy the urgent need of the womher income by selling earthenware products. en however Addis Chamber intends to supShe is also one of the thousands of benefi- port these women permanently by designing
ciaries of Timret le Hiwot Ethiopia, anon-gov- new projects in partnership with the local
ernmental charity organizations with social and international partners, further says the
enterprise wing, based in Ethiopia. In its president. Addis chamber encourages and
wider project, Timret le hiwot Ethiopia have supports such kinds of women not to give
benefitted women who are destitute and up for any kinds of challenges further says in
neglected. These women, whose numbers is her encouraging speech.
more than 5000, have taken life skill and entrepreneurship trainings in various fields such
as pottery, weaving, hair dressing among others so that they produce and sell their product earning income to support their families.
Yeshi is one of them who earns income from
earthenware products. Unfortunately, the
working hands of Yeshi could not feed her
family member due to the current pandemic.
“There is no market for our products due
to COVID 19 and we lost our income facing
hardship”, says Yeshi with sad voice.
“These are my heroes who never stretch
Mesfin Kifle is the social enterprise manager at Timret le Hiwot Ethiopia who said
that there used to be a market linkage to
sell their produce before the outbreak of the
pandemic but not anymore. He further says
some women are more vulnerable for poverty due to their loss of income.

Hearing the news of this story, Addis Ababa
chamber of commerce and sectoral association board of directors and senior managers paid a visit to the working site of these
women and donated food and edible oils for
150 women who lost their market due to
COVID 19. Since the outbreak of the disease,
Addis Chamber took numerous measures in
creating COVID awareness for the business
community as well as to mitigate the impacts

their hands for food aid but now they face
hardship due to the global pandemic”, says
Kibret Abebe , board member of Addis
chamber and the founder of Tebita Ambulance ,the renowned social entrepreneur.The
working hands of these strong women
should be supported and they should feel
people are in their side at this critical period,
further said Kibret. Aid has never been the
solution in alleviating poverty rather the way
out for escaping poverty should be encouraging and supporting such kinds of brave society to win destitute, adds Kibret.
“As a chamber we wants to work with
such kinds of women who are striving to
make change in their livelihoods, we want
to encourage working hands not to give up

“Recently we have been looking for
options on how we can get additional hard currency… We are introducing this directive to help us
get additional hard currency,” said
Yinager Dessie (PhD)
The National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE),
financial sector regulatory body of the
country, passed a directive that allows local banks to borrow from foreign banks.
The decision of NBE the country followed the chronic foreign currency
shortage the country has been facing
for many years. “Recently we have been
looking for options on how we can get
additional hard currency… We are introducing this directive to help us get additional hard currency,” said Yinager Dessie
(PhD), Governor of National Bank of
Ethiopia.
In Ethiopia banks were forbidden from
borrowing money from foreign banks.
Ethiopia is among the countries in the
world, which by law closed its financial
system for foreign banks. All banks, insurances and microfinance institutions are
owned by Ethiopians.
Meanwhile the country has a few months
ago has allowed Ethiopians with other
country passports to invest in banking.
Export trade, remittance, FDI, aid and
loan have been the major sources of hard
currency for Ethiopia.
In a related development, NBE has also
introduced a directive that will allow microfinance institutions in the country to
upgrade themselves into banks. In addition, NBE has also announced limiting the
amount of cash a company or an individual can hold to 1.5 million birr (around
$42,300). .
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point out, this characteristic is evidence that
the supply of land is perfectly inelastic.
However, any free gift of nature is abundant,
when seen through the lens of a single firm.
Hence we can conclude that the supply of
land is perfectly inelastic from the perspective of an economy whereas it is relatively
elastic from the perspective of a single firm.
In most countries, the decision to allocate
land among different uses is made through
market forces. The market for land directly
influences business and investment decision
and operation and as a result it impacts the
pace of economic development.
High cost of land deters businesses, as high
land cost could add up to high service or
production cost, which in turn reduce the
demand for the services or the product,
which in turn reduces competitiveness both
at domestic and international markets.
Land issues are of crucial importance to
economic and social development, poverty
reduction and governance. In countries like
Ethiopia, access to land is the basis of economic and social life in both rural and urban
areas.
The multiple dimensions to land issues require a careful and well implemented approach which places current land issues
within the broader historical, political, economic, and social context. It is the duty of
national government, working together with
all relevant stakeholders, to make land policy
choices and craft feasible and effective solutions.
According to Article 40(3) of the Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia (FDRE), “the right to ownership of
rural and urban land, as well as of all natural
resources, is exclusively vested in the State
and in the peoples of Ethiopia.”
Based on the Federal Government’s urban
land lease holding proclamation No. 80,
1993, all urban land is public property and
transfer will only be carried out through the
lease system. The proclamation was first revised in 2002 which was repealed in 2011.
The first and usual objective of any leasehold
system is to collect enough capital money
in the form of ground rent to finance the
urban infrastructure systems. This is indeed
the sole reason for many western countries
and capitals. The second reason, prevailing in
former socialist countries, which still do not
privatize their urban land, is that lease serves
as a means to transfer land use rights from
government ownership to individual citizens.
It is a temporary means to satisfy the need
of land demand through lease agreements.
Countries may have their own ideological,
economic, social and political reasons to
keep land in the ownership of the state.
The government of Ethiopia had been taking urban land lease system (through Urban Lands Lease Holding Proclamation No.

721/2004) as one of the policy measures
intending to enhance the transfer of land use
rights, value the urban land and to encourage
investment, serve as source of finance for its
infrastructure development and the provision of social services to the residents.
Access to land with sufficient security to encourage investment for its efficient use and
development is a vital component in development strategies for individuals, groups, cities and nations. This is more evident in urban
areas where demand, and therefore prices, of
land for all uses are highest. Thus, access to
land for entrepreneurs in most towns should
be accompanied by security on the land.
One of the objectives of adopting leasehold system in Ethiopia as stipulated in the
urban lease Proclamation is to discourage
land speculators. Concerning this, the regulations clearly state: Any person who has been
granted the right to hold any urban land on
lease shall start to use the land for the prescribed purpose within the period of time
stated in the lease contract provided that,
the period of commencement of construction may be extended depending on the
complexity of the construction and in accordance with regulations to be issued by the
concerned region or city administration (Article 9 of proclamation No 80/1993; Article
12 of Proclamation no. 272/2002 and Article
21/22 of Proclamation No. 721/2011).
Despite the legislations’ aim to discourage
land speculators, there is no means that has
been placed as a law to achieve this goal. In
the event of transfer of leasehold right, the
proclamation did not indicate any difference
in operation whether a lessee transferring
his/her leasehold right prior or post to commencement of construction.
There are various issues and challenges surrounding access to urban land which adversely affect the business environment.
Among others, the major constraints include
the mismatch between demand and supply
of urban land
the commonness of high urban land lease
price, which inflate the business cost, deter
entrepreneurship and strain business competitiveness;
the prevalence of corruption,
unfair practices, lack of transparency, and
misuse of power at different levels of government pertaining to land administration
and enforcement of the land law;
gaps in land information to the public which
should have been readily available including information about relatively predictable
lease price ranges;
inherently conflicting objectives of revenue
maximization on the one hand (from the
sale of plots of land) and creating access to
and easing the transfer of land sue rights to
citizens and businesses at affordable prices;

a number of challenges in lease tender and
allotment processes;
delays in the issuance of landholding title certificates;
problems surrounding the length and security of lease rights,
the transferability of lease rights, and the
right to use land rights as collaterals for bank
financing;
Fragmentation of tasks and responsibilities,
and the challenges of the legal regime’s susceptibility to opportunity grabs by speculators and corrupt office holders.
Problems observed in relation to the implementation of the proclamation do not
change the basic line up, instead they played
a role of disordering the arrangement by
opening the door for confusion among the
public.
Undoubtedly, without the proper involvement of the private sector and resolving the
problem of access to land provision, security,
transfer and use, it would be very difficult to
achieve a desired level of development and
sustainable growth. It is therefore advisable
that the city administration of Addis Ababa
for example should look into different options and take remedial measures based on
other countries best experiences. One of
the reasons of urban land lease policy is to
finance infrastructure and service provisions
Any policy in general and the current land
lease law in particular should be able to hit
its stated objectives. The current land lease
law should hence improve land supply to be
more responsive to the demand and the law
should improve the use of land as a resource
for investment and various economic development activities of the City.
As a conclusion, land is a key natural resource
that requires proper consideration in urban
development. The misuse of land does not
only waste a scarce resource but also affects
other sectors of development. The proper
utilization of land requires the recording of
rights over land and conditions of use and
facilitating the smooth transfer, on a market
principle or otherwise, to other users. In sum,
various factors could determine the success
of business enterprises and investment expansion. One of these factors, with no doubt,
is access of land. It is, therefore, right policy of
land allocation which can facilitate businesses
to grow and prosper indispensable in the city.
it could also be suggested that a more in
depth study in terms of coverage and analysis that considers the socioeconomic characteristics of business communities, other
macroeconomic policy factors, and legal and
institutional aspects of the urban land access,
use transfer and market in the City should
be conducted to make further policy recommendations and a more practical policy
interventions for the business sector development.
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THE PANDEMIC IMPACTED MANY BUSINESSES AS EVIDENCED
IN DIRECT CLOSURES & INCOME LOSSES ACROSS SECTORS:
AACCSA COVID-19 SURVEY REPORT

By Staff writer

COVID-19 spread to every continent and
case numbers continue to rise since its first
appearance in December 2020.The outbreak
of coronavirus (COVID-19) has already led
to major disruptions of the global economy.
As a result, the global economic picture is
looking bleak, with recessions in almost every
economy across the world.
The economic and social impact of the virus
in Ethiopia is not different from what is seen
at a global level except that the number of
cases and deaths are small in comparison to
other countries. To date, the number of reported cases and deaths is now increasing
and many feel that the worst is yet to come.
In response to the pandemic, countries have
introduced partial and complete lockdowns
limiting movements across borders and within countries. In Ethiopia, various measures
have been taken by the government to protect the crisis. This includes work at home directions, travel restrictions, closure of schools
& training institutions, partial closure of government offices, along with a State of Emergency that was enacted on April 9, 2020.
Demand side and supply side shocks related
to the pandemic and policy responses taken
have their own impact on the economy as
well as businesses. As workers and consumers stay home and the usual supply chains
are disrupted, aggregate demand suppressed,
businesses (both private and public) are losing revenue, unemployment has risen and
loan defaulters increased putting pressure on

the banking and financial system.

currency in the country.

The slowdown in business and the economy,
which is alarming and continuing, has become
the serious concern of all stakeholders. Thus,
analyzing the real impact of the pandemic on
businesses is found to be important. Having
in mind these facts, the Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce & Sectoral Associations
(AACCSA) has taken the initiative to launch
a survey on the impact of COVID-19 on
businesses to be able to gauge the real situation and advise policy makers and businesses
during and beyond the crisis.

Similarly, imports of goods and services have
also been affected by COVID-19 mainly due
to travel restrictions, closing of borders and
social distancing. Out of 175 respondents,
131(74.9%) responded that their import
of goods and services significantly dropped
because of the COVID-19. The decline
in import of goods and services has been
deepened due to limited access to foreign
currency, reduced consumer demand as well
as lower business activities.

Import and Export sector
In spite of different incentive mechanism by
the government of Ethiopia to boost the
export performance, trade deficit has been
a peculiar characteristic of trade due to imports surpassing exports. For instance, in the
first quarter of 2019/20 FY the country’s export and import stood at 722.8 Million USD
and 3.8 Billion USD respectively.

(58.9%) stated that access to foreign currency decreased after the pandemic. This
analysis shows access to foreign currency is
still a big issue to the business communities
coupled with the poor performance of the
export sector.

AACCSA COVID-19 survey result also
shows that the export of goods and services
are declining following the epidemic these
due to the impact of COVID-19 on major
export destination.

According to the survey done by Addis
Chamber about 157 respondents (89.7%)
had responded to the measures by the government have created an adverse unintended result on the environment which businesses operate. These respondents further
cited that tourism and hospitality become
highly vulnerable due to restrictive and social
distancing measures.

Out of 175 respondents, 129 (73.7%) responded that their export has decreased.
This analysis shows that export businesses
weakened because of the pandemic. Despite
other offsetting factors, decrease in export
performance leads to shortage of foreign

Based on the survey, respondents reflected
their major challenges faced with running
their businesses as well as ensuring continuity to their business following COVID-19
pandemic. The major challenges as identified
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Cont’d from page 9
by respondents are classified as operational,
market, finance /credit, customers and overall performance and presented in the section
below.

and

access to imported materials.

Significant drop in demand of goods and services due to decline in purchasing power of
buyers.

Ease barriers of transport and cargo movements in domestic and international corridors in order to facilitate delivery of raw materials and finished goods thereby maintain
the production cycle to the pre-COVID-19
levels.

Operational /Supply Side/ problems Labour supply shortages
that affects productivity
Decline in production/output/ of goods as
well as service provision (far below normal
times) is apparent in most sectors following
the pandemic. This is attributable mainly due
to interrelated factors such as supply disruptions along the value chain, limited cash
transactions due to business closures, fear
and social distancing; difficulty in the importation of necessary equipment, sourcing
inputs or distribution, border controls , and
limited mobility of workers to workplaces
due to transport restrictions.

Labour supply shortages are evident in most
businesses mainly originated from supply and
demand shocks related to the pandemic and
lockdown measures. Reduction in staff hours,
plus curfews and restrictions on public transport have led to difficulties with ensuring
sufficient staffing as staffs have fears and reduced morale. Disruption in office hours and
lack of sufficient staffing further impacted
provision of services in government sectors
which eventually affect business operations.

Overall Business Performance

In general, businesses surveyed stated as facing income losses and significant drop in financial performance following covid-19 pandemic due to increase in costs and expenses
as justified by inability to cover employee
payroll costs , bank charges, increase in cost
Market/Trade
of goods and services, sharp rise in operatWeak export revenue due to very low level ing expenses; and revenue decline as high as
of sales was notable especially from 41 re- 35%-60% in most businesses.
spondents engaged in various activities main- Key Sector Specific and General Inly due to decrease in aggregate demand from terventions
lockdown measures. These is evidenced by
As per the survey and the findings, COVID-19
cancellation of contracts by receiving counhave seriously impacted the hotel and hospitries mainly in Europe (Italy, Netherlands),
tality, export and trading (wholesale and reMiddle East, China and USA of their previtail), manufacturing, finance sectors, and agro
ous orders from industries like garment and
processors such as dairy sectors. Thus, the
textiles as well as drop seen in the use of
following interventions are suggested during
airline services.
and after the crisis to ameliorate the adverse
Finance /Credit
impact of the pandemic on businesses and
Some of the major challenges businesses private operators in general.
have raised in connection to finance and Hotel and Hospitality
credit are:
Reduction in utility fees for up to two years
Inability to discharge their debt repayment and extension of tax holidays to allow reobligations due to absence of income;
covery.
Inadequate direct financial support or credit Continue with monetary policy interventions
available to SMEs;
which help to reduce interest rate reduction.
These effects have resulted in reduction of
production and services, delay in the delivery
final goods and adversely impacted capacity
of businesses to compete in both domestic
and international markets.

Encourage and create an appropriate environment for import substitution of any raw
materials by focusing on local additions.
Facilitate to increase the procurement of inputs from local or international businesses as
well as reducing business operating costs.

Export –Import
Flexible approach to compliance procedures
in the areas of tax, tariff and timing as different from normal times.
Availing continuous professional and logistic
support to promoting export products
The Ministry of Transport government has
taken encouraging steps to reduce cost of
transport and logistics to manufacturers
engaged in exporting. This includes free rail
transport, freight and dry port discount, shipping discount on 20’’ and 40” containers destined to some markets and businesses.
These actions need to be strengthened for
SMEs using cargo facilities. Moreover, recommend support to businesses establish relations with alternative suppliers and markets,
removing transport and logistics barriers and
facilitation of modern e-payment systems.
Adopt policies that recognize, license and
regulate the online trading system.
Promote or support the use of digital and
communication technologies

Dairy Processors
Provide support to operators and farmers
with high quality inputs such as veterinary
medicine, spare parts, packaging materials
and ingredients, fertilizer, etc.

Finance

Lack or shortage of foreign currency; Providing access to affordable financial capi- Additional
Shortage of funds (decline in liquidity posi- tal to start operations in the financial sector.
tion) on part of banks due to drop in bank Reduce promotional expenses by availing
deposits and increase in Non -Performing free advertisement channels and air time.
Loans;

Manufacturing

Notwithstanding the above financial challenges, the government of Ethiopia ear- Provide support for having new procuremarked funds and provided a credit facility ment/supply delivery channels.
Reduction in import tariff for basic imported
for banks from the central bank.
items and raw materials

Customers

In relation to customers, responses show:

Reduction in utility fees and charges up to
two years

Drop in customers due to the closure of
Setting up a guideline or a supporting tool
school, training institutions and movement
to allow local manufacturers have continued
restrictions and associated decline in sales,

monetary policies to support
banks. In this connection, further increase
of both financial and regulatory support to
banks by National Bank of Ethiopia will help
to enhance the liquidity position of commercial and private banks thereby upscale their
capacities to avail loan to various businesses
and projects as well as arrange loan rescheduling and debt relief to their clients.
Most businesses especially in manufacturing
sector require foreign currency to source
their inputs necessary for production. Thus
availing foreign currency to sectors which
help generate revenue and employment
such as export, tourism and hospitality and
manufacturing.
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OBITUARY OF TEFERI ASFAW

Teferi Asfaw Milke, 68, genuinely cosmopolitan,
an extraordinary relation and media officer with
a respectable public and private sector services,
suddenly passed away of natural cause last July
27, 2020, only after a brief hospitalization.
Born from a father of successful businessman,
descending from a grandfather that had sound
background of the traditional caravan trade on
coffee and table salt, stationed at Chew Berenda,
the centre of Addis Ababa and stretching from
Wollega to Massawa and Assab, it was not by coincidence that Teferi became a loyal staff, giving all
his time, knowledge and energy serving for the
oldest Chamber of the nation.
Much to the dismay of his inspiring grandfather,
however, Teferi started his career as a public
servant, in the Ethiopian Statistical Authority as
enumerator, after he withdrew from his study at
the then Haile Selassie I University due to turbulences at the peak of the student movement.
He worked in several regions under this capacity
for two years until he took part in a recruitment
examination administered by the then Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission to employ Disaster
Management supervisors that he successfully
passed and got employed at Wollo Province.
His employment as Awradja Disaster Management Supervisor, brought the boisterous metropolitan from a middle class family, to experience
the grim reality of mass starvation and destitute
rural life that apparently changed his mind for
good and instilled a sense of urgency and commitment to serve a section of our society in distress, for the next 26 years. His zealous passion to
serve fellow Ethiopians was however, interrupted
by an uncalled for action of government cadres
that interfered on his job and send him to jail for
several months, becoming yet another terrible
memory that put him in disillusion.
Upon his release from jail , Teferi was disbanded
by the cadres from resuming his work and it was
only with the intervention of the then Commissioner, his excellency Ato Shimelis Adugna, that
he managed not only to be reinstated and resume his work at the headquarter of the Commission, but also to continue his University study
in the regular program and be able to graduate
with a BA in Foreign language and Literature.
Within the Commission, he served in various
departments, among which he recalled working
with his highly enlightened and exemplary boss,
the late Tamiru Feyisa, who had been the head
of the Commission’s Public Relation Department
that he romantically reminisces with exceptional
reverence. He admitted that Tamiru owes him a

lot to shape his knowledge and experience as a
relation and media officer.
Teferi had unique opportunities and exposures
to work in several departments of the commission that enriched not only his knowledge and
experiences but also increased his esteem. The
1984-85 nationwide drought and starvation, took
him to play yet another critical roles as Logistics
Information Officer to tackle challenges within the logistics department where coordination
and providing logistics information had overriding
importance for the successful relief works. In his
assignment as logistics officer, he contributed a
lot to impart and report information timely and
effectively concerning relief consignments and
stock positions for distributions to various official and donors as well as for a department that
used to manage the largest surface transport and
air fleets in the relief and rehabilitation efforts to
victims of disaster.
Teferi’s career in the commission reached its climax on his appointment as Special Assistant to
the Commissioner from 1987-1991.The duty and
operation of the Commission during the Dergue
period faced enormous challenges in mobilizing
resources to victims of drought accentuated by
war. It required diplomatic tact and astute lobbying capacity to solicit assistance and support from
the most polarized world, where cold war and
its aftermaths ideologically divided nations in to
two antagonistic camps of the West and the East.
Teferi was one among the competent staff that
were tasked with this responsibility.
It was ironic that Ethiopia aligned itself with the
socialist camp and officially professed a communist ideology that provided very limited assistance while the biggest food and financial aids
supplies for the relief and rehabilitation works
were sought from and provided to it by the
Western world. The ideology impasse within
which the commission was operating against the
backdrop of officially professed communist ideology and the numerous armed struggles launched
against the Dergue regime that had created so
much difficulties and impediments to distribute
aid consignments to civilians in regions occupied
by fighters, clearly explain the uncomfortable
environment the Commission found itself. This
required extraordinary patience, wisdom, diplomatic skill, expertise and knowledge of its leadership staff to persuade national as well as international officials and various bodies, to rescue
human life and serve the affected and victimized
Ethiopians throughout the country. In this regard,
Teferi along with his colleagues, played a highly
crucial and irreplaceable roles for the success of
the duties of the commission and helped his office stand high in discharging its legal mandate.
In 2000 Teferi decided to quit the commission
and join the Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce.
As a relation and media officer, an accomplished
event organizer par excellence, Teferi’s employment in the Addis Ababa Chamber of Commerce as Head of the Public Relation Officer, a
task that he has been very much familiar, knowledgeable and enthusiastically functioning, created
a unique opportunity for the Chamber to tap his
passionate expertise and commitment until the
last breath of his life.The tremendous experience
that he brought to the Chamber has not only

made him easily adjust to his new assignment but
also earned him high respect so much so that
along with his responsibility, he was immediately
assigned to lead the historical “Vote Addis” metaphorically translated in Amharic “Miret Addis”
or “vote new” project, as its coordinator without
even the completion of his probation period.
The famous “Vote Addis” financed by donors
and initiated to create a platform for competing political parties and individual candidates of
public offices on national and regional election,
to explain and debate on what agenda and policy
framework each party and candidate had for the
business community triggered so much interest
and intense campaign. Teferi, along with his colleagues, superbly coordinated the activities of the
project and performed his responsibilities in mobilizing the metropolitan business to participate
in the election of candidates that responded to
the needs of the business community and helped
boldly raise numerous issues by the Chamber
that appeared to be taboos even for political
parties.
Teferi also played critical roles in heading the
launching of the first ever Addis Chamber Radio Program, which commenced broadcasting on
FM 97.1 that passed through numerous trials and
tribulations. He also served as an interim coordinator, following the establishment of the Private
Sector Development Hub, a successful joint project Financed by the Government of Sweden and
the Chamber that had operated for several years
under the auspices of the Addis Ababa Chamber
of Commerce and Sectoral Associations.
In 2007, Teferi was appointed as Deputy Secretary General, Institutional Support, further expanding the scope of his responsibility and indispensability. Naturally a workaholic, along with
his conventional assignment, he participated on
numerous ad hoc and permanent committees in
and out of Chamber. He had been also acting,
upon delegation of the secretary general, on several occasions. In 2012,Teferi reached his pension
age but on account of his long years of experiences and knowledge, he continued to provide
his services to the Chamber on contractual basis, till the last day of the week before he died
bringing total years of service he provided to the
Chamber more than 20 years.
It is with humble acceptance of God’s will that I
witnessed the sudden loss of my colleague Teferi
Asfaw. In preparing this obituary, I am confident
that the shiny and exemplary public service he
rendered to government offices and to the metropolitan business community, will always stand
high and continue to inspire his colleagues to
work even more vigorously for members of the
oldest Chamber of our lovely Ethiopia. Teferi will
be always remembered for dutifully executing his
assignments, sense of responsibility, marvellous
institutional memory of events in his life time
and work, warmth and joyful play. He is definitely
missed by all who know him!
The body of Teferi Asfaw was laid to rest next
to his lovely mother at Kechene Medihanyalem
Church in the presence of his family, colleagues,
friends and members of the business community.
He was married and survived by a son.
May God Rest his Soul in peace.
His bereaved colleague
Yohannes Woldegebriel

